$0. INTRODUCTION WE work in the homotopy category C W of well pointed spaces which are compactly generated and of the homotopy type of C W-complexes. For objects X and Y the set of morphisms from X to Y is denoted by [X, Y].
H. Schcercr
Let X E 1-C W,; then II, (RX) is a Lie algebra with the Samelson product as Lie bracket. Moreover. _\I:,* operates on 71, (QX) (in the sense of [ 11, ch. V). The Lie algebra xi, (QX) together with this action is an ,LI-Lie algebra in the sense of [ 11, ch. V. (We will recall some of the properties of an .\I-Lie algebra in $1.)
Given an i\/l-algebra A with A' = 0 for large I and an &f-Lie algebra L in [l] . ch. V, a group exp (A, L) is defined; it is generated by u A' x L' with certain relations (which we will i>O recall in $2).
In the present paper we will prove the following:
PROPOSITION 0.5. Ler E be grouplike, R-local. Then x*(E) is an M-Lie algebra.
THEOREM 0.6. Let E be groupiike decomposable over R and ofjnite type ocer R. Let X be connected, finite dimensional.
Then [X, E] is isomorphic to rhe group exp (:\/I* (X; R), x*(E)).
Let now CE 1 -CbvR be a cogrouplike space. We shall define an :tf-algebra .A.,,(C; R) which will be called "the Berstein algebra of C with respect to iv*", and we will prove: THEOREM 0.7. Ler CE 1 -C W, be cogrouplike and decomposable over R with H, (C; R) of finite rank. Then for X E 1 -CltX the group [C, X] is isomorphic to the group exp @.,,(C; R), n* (QX)).
Idea of' proof' 0.8. These results have been proved in [l] (see also [9] for more details) in case E is a loop space and C is a suspension. Our proof will consist in a reduction to these special cases. In case of Proposition 0.5 and Theorem 0.6 this will be achieved by means of an H-retraction pE: RZE + E; dually, in the case of Theorem 0.7, the coretraction C -+ ZRC associated to the comultiplication of C will be used.
Remark 0.9. We could not verify the version of theorem 0.6 of [1] for X infinite dimensional (and E a loop space).
Remark 0.10. It has been shown in [7] that under the assumptions of Theorem 0.6 the group [X, E] is also isomorphic to the group of iv-algebra morphisms Mor,,,( .Lf * (E; R), M* (X; R)) of the M-Hopf algebra M* (E; R) into the 1M-algebra 1M* (X; R). It would be interesting to find a procedure to derive Theorem 0.6 directly from this result. (For a special case, this has been done in [S], section 4).
A similar remark applies to Theorem 0.7; for it has been shown in [7] , that [C, X] is isomorphic to MorLe,,( (TI* (QC), ZI, (QX)) (where Lie.,, denotes the category of .\f-Lie algebras).
In $1 (resp. $2) we will prove Proposition 0.5 (resp. Theorem 0.6). In $3 we will dstine and discuss the notion of "Berstein algebra". The proof of Theorem 0.7 will be indicated in $4.
Proof: We may replace ilCX by the James reduced product space JX. The space JX is filtered by the subspaces J"X consisting of all elements of JX which are a product of at most n elements of X. We claim that there are no non-trivial phantom maps JX + E with respect to this filtration. This is equivalent to the vanishing of b' [ Proof of Theorem 0.6. We assume that the theorem is true for loop spaces E (see [ 11, ch.
VI, or [9]). We have to show that [X,E] is isomorphic to G,:= exp( M* (X; R), I-C*(E)).
Note that the group G, is natural with respect to H-mapsf: E --* E' (with E' grouplike, R-local).
For a generator (a, X)E M'(X; R) x n,(E to copy the corresponding proof in the loop space case. This is possible, but we do not want to do this here.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let E be grouplike decomposable over R and offinite type over R. Then on the category ofjnite dimensional connected spaces the functor [ -, E] is completely determined by the M-Lie algebra q,(E).

COROLLARY 2.3. Let El ,Ez be grouplike decomposable over R ofjinite type over R. Then the set of homotopy classes of H-maps El -+ Ez corresponds bijectively to
MorLie,w(z* ( El ), II, (E,)), i.e. the set of Lie algebra morphisms z+ (El ) -+ 7c, (E,) which
commute with the action of ME.*.
$3. THE BERSTEIN ALGEBRA
DEFINITION 3.1. Let C be a l-connected co-H-space, let r: C -+ Z,RC be the coretraction associated to its comultiplicution [S]. For any coefficient ring T define
B(C; T):= T@s-'r,A,(C; T) c H,(RC; T), A(C,T):= H*(RC; T)/s-' (kernel (r*)), where s denotes the suspension isomorphism.
We also define
A,ti(C; R): = M*(RC; R)/V,
where Vis the direct sum of the R-submodules v' generated by {u E M'(RC; R)lGr -0) with 'I= I&l for Ial odd, ad(u) for Ial even. LEMMA 
Let J C + C' be a co-H-map between l-connected co-H-spaces. Then of induces homomorphisms of R-modules B(C; T) -+B(C';T),A(C';T)-+A(C;T)andA,~(C';R) + A,w (C; R), such that B( --; T), A( -; T) and A,w (-; R) are functors on the category of l-connected co-H-spaces and co-H-maps.
Proof: This follows immediately from the commutativity up to homotopy (see [5] ) of the diagram where r, r' are the coretractions corresponding to the co-H-structures of C, C'.
LEMMA 3.3. (a) ForC= ZY\ce have B(C; 7')~ H,(Y; T), A(C; T)z H*(Y; T) and A,w(C;R) z M*(Y; R). (b) Let C be cogrouplike. Then A(C; T) is a quotient algebra of H* (RC; T) by the ideal s-l (kernel (r*)). Similarly, A,+,(C: R) is a quotient M-algebra of M*(RC; R). (c) if T is a principal ideal ring, ifH, (C: T) is free and ifC is cogrouplike, then B (C; T) is a subcoalgebra of H, (RC; T).
Proof. We have to show that the submodule Vc M*(RC; R) is an ,V-ideal in M*(RC; R).
By [S]
, theorem 2.2, the following diagram commutes up to homotopy, because C is cogrouplike.
Let x E .U' (QC; R); for odd i we define .3 E .U i (RXK;
R) by ,? : = p ( RCs) where p is a retraction Q1.S; + Si. For i even, we define .fr.L1'(RX2C; R) by .<:= R(ad(,~)).
By definition we then have e*(s) = x. -Let now a E v, 6 E Mj(RC; R). Verify that (Ee)* (ti u 6) = 0%.
Hence, to show that -r*(a u 6) = 0, it suffices to prove that (Enr)* (%) = 0 (see the diagram).
We now claim that ( It remains to prove that Tiis invariant under the divided powers and the action of .Lig.*. This is, after putting in the definitions, purely formal.
(c) Under these assumptions on T and H, (C; T) the module H, (RC; T) is free by [4] . Hence the assertion follows by duality, i.e. B(C; T) is the annihilator of s-' (kernel (r*)). 
H, (QC; T) u H, (QC; T)
, the free product of the Pontryagin algebra H, (IX; T) with itself.
The comultiplication of C induces an algebra map H, (RC; T) + H, (RC; T) u H, (RC; T) giving H,(RC;
T) a cogroup structure in the category of graded connected associative 
H,(R(C v C); T) 2 H,(RC; T)u H,(RC;
T) by [4] .
Let ii, i,: C -+ C v C be the inclusions as first or second factor; define M: RC x RC +R(Cv C)by(r,P)+ i,r+iJ?.LetA:!X -+ RC x RC be the diagonal and 0: C + C v C the comultiplication.
In [4] IfC is a suspension ZYwith the usual co-H-space structure, we have A,q(C; R) 2 M* (K R) by Lemma 3.3; hence the theorem is true in this case by [l] , ch. VI (see also [9] ).
We now follow the pattern of the proof of Theorem 0.6. Defining G,: = exp (A,,,(C: R)), n, (E?)) we note that G, is natural with respect to co-Hmaps C --* C' (with C' R-local, cogrouplike).
Let (~..u)EA~,(C: R) x ir,(RX) be a generator. Recall that a is a class of elements of M*(RC; R) and let &~a be a representative.
We then define pc (a,x) as the composition For any generator (a,~) of G,choosea generator (t(a), x) of G,,,such that r* (r(a)) = a. Since the elements ~~(t(a),.x) satisfy the relations in [EQC,X], the elements pc(a,x) satisfy the relations in [C, X]. It follows that pc defines a homomorphism PC: G,+ [C, XJ. The surjectivity of PC is now obvious. It is more complicated to prove the injectivity. But this can be done by checking that the corresponding procedure in the case of a suspension also works in this situation. To this extent one only has to prove that the elements of A,,(C; R) can be uniquely written in a certain standard form. 
